2nd and a half Qtr Update 2014
Jaffrey, NH
Dearest Family and Friends,
This update is late getting published and distributed as I was literally and figuratively “on the road”
since the end of June, with nary a chance to sit, and with no laptop computer to work with, and only
landed here in Jaffrey, NH, and saw my way clear enough to get my office set up, on the 13th of
August, already half way through the 3rd Quarter.
Sitting here right now in front of my computer seems like a good place and time, with much of the
fear and loathing and general lunacy behind me, to pause, to recover, and to prepare to open a new
chapter, and perhaps live at a less frenetic pace, at least long enough to type this up.
(Eight days have now passed since I typed those opening two paragraphs above. At this rate you
will receive this update when I send it from beyond the grave.)
(Make that 11 days now) But I did get my photos off my camera and off my iPhone and on to this
computer so I can edit them and craft an update. I left my Canon 5D and all peripherals and my
laptop in India because I intend to get all new equipment here. My 5D, bought used, was really
suffering, and the sensor is so beat up it takes too long each time to clean up an image before
publishing. My laptop was perhaps the oldest laptop in the world still being used as an electronic
tool. Now I intend to make the full transition to Mac and add a MacBook Pro to this Mac mini that I
am currently on.
I brought my little pocketable S-100 with me from India, and picked up a used iPhone4 upon
landing here in US, but my S-100 malfunctioned some weeks ago and I am now shooting
exclusively with this iPhone….. which has not been a pleasurable experience. In their zeal for
sleekness, the Apple guys made a very difficult object to take pictures with. How many times I have
dropped this phone because it is almost impossible to do one-handed shooting with, and how many
times I have missed the shot because I touched the screen inadvertently and it went into some
other non-shooting mode, and how many times I have almost killed myself driving and (trying)
shooting. Bumbling, fumbling, cursing and ultimately missing the shot, or getting some dreadful
exposure have been much of the story so far, but I am shooting with it nonetheless, because I have
nothing else to shoot with at this point! And I gotta take pictures. Been too busy to focus on new
equipment though. And, many of the pix herein are indeed taken with this !#***!! iPhone.
OK, so, for this update, I need to go way back till, when?......let’s see….. till first of April. My
goodness, that was three lifetimes ago! Oh well, here goes.
The Orina Remodel
I pretty much finished the dining room and, say, for the sake of argument, more than half the
kitchen. I got closets built for Ri’s and my clothes and voluminous storage cabinets finished except
for the wood doors, which will come later when we do all the doors and cabinets, including in the
kitchen, all at once. For now we have covered them with curtain material. They look great, the old
wood matches the new and they look like they have always been there.
We doubled the amount of counter space in the kitchen and added cabinets there, nothing tiled yet,
but the surfaces are there to work on.
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We did a bunch of other stuff too like, painted the roof, which hadn’t been done in decades, and we
totally changed the look of the front door. Where there had been three doors, which confused
people, there is now one door, highlighted by its bright red color and its swell antique fixture, and
all the paint has been scraped and there is even a sign (painted by Bolti) so visitors can find the
place. Lost portions of the yard were reclaimed and turned into gardens and walkways.

We started to collect some antiques too. We put an ad in the paper and got a lot of responses, but
45% of those were looking to buy furniture and 45% were looking to sell used crap, some just a
year or two old! The notion of “antiques” was difficult for most to grasp, but we did score a couple
of very nice pieces like the one below. Looks tiny in that high-ceilinged room, no?
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The dining room is quite lovely now, and Ri and I are reluctant to fill it with furniture because it is
such pleasant open space. The way the sun shines in, the 11-foot-high ceilings, how cool all the
LED lighting is, and how perfect it is for taking pix…….

pix of natural beauties that is, like the Adorable Abul and the Lovely Lorraine.

Speaking of which…
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Natural Beauties
Well, this project has gone as well, and/or as badly, as predicted. I continued to take pictures of the
abundant natural beauties there in Meghalaya, and tried to get to know them so they weren’t just
pretty faces, and trouble continued to erupt, or it lurked there below the surface and put everyone
on edge, but I will see my way through this. The intended end result is now a coffee table book
titled “Women and Girls of NE India: The Plight and the Promise.” What Promise these women and
girls have - so smart and so beautiful and so hard working and living in a matriarchal society,
where women should rule. But what plights they often find themselves in, including:
early pregnancies, like these two 15-year-old sister mothers;

abusive drunk husbands like the one this poor human punching bag on the left is married to;
and girls have so much work and responsibility given them from such an early age!
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Add no education, meaningless jobs, ill health, poverty - individually or more often in combination,
and these plights take a terrible toll.
But there is Promise too. Many young women strive for and are finding better lives. Adding to
these fantastic women’s incredible gumption (which often makes the men around them seem
pathetic) is some help from a government which is affording them educational opportunities, and a
new generation of young tribal men who reject the notions of male dominance and misogyny.
Here is a sampling of some natural beauties whose rich stories, which are just there behind those
beautiful faces, I would like to get to know. And then perhaps they will allow me to share those
stories to inspire others:

Hey, how did that picture of Rizona in a swimsuit get in there!?! You might think it’s just old Pete
sneaking in a swimsuit pic, but hear me out:
- Rizona is the original Natural Beauty. Remember, ours is a story of love at first sight.
- And she is part of the Promise in this story. She is not all broken down from having seven
children, having no health care, having a useless husband. She has a lot to offer to this story.
- And she knows her rights – no one pushes her around, especially guys who think she is less than
their equal!
- And in some ways, I am still trying to get to know her! So, she fits perfectly into this story of
Natural Beauties.
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Introduction
Which brings me to an introduction. It is my honor to introduce the Kharsati Family:
Ken and Mary, and, oldest to youngest, Daphiralin, Bapynshisha, Bawanlam, Fanciful and
Iaphibaiahunlang. The littlest one has the biggest name!

I met the Kharsatis in February of this year. If you remember, I saw a beautiful face staring back at
my camera at the Monolith Festival in 2013, and later, when editing my pix, I had one of those
“Who is that girl!?!” moments. Here is a picture as a reminder:
I knew the group this beauty was in was from Hima
Shella, and I knew that Shella was a small town down
by the Bangladesh border, but that was all I knew. I
asked around and it turns out my friend Jew’s friend
Successful is from Shella, and she thought she
recognized the face! With a little effort Successful’s
family successfully located her and when Jew and I
went to Shella to witness their annual fishing festival in
February we dropped by to meet this natural beauty
with the open face and piercing gaze. And I have
subsequently gotten to know her lovely family.
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The two older Kharsati girls are good examples of the Promise held by NE Indian Women.
Bapynshisha has stated a desire to be
a doctor. Granted, she is young and
plans may change but I sure would
like to see her pursue her dreams.
She seems to be a natural athlete too,
the way she’s built and how she
moves, and she loves to play cricket
and football and has a couple of little
trophies on her wall for winning
footraces.
She has three more years to go
before she starts college, so maybe
we can get her into a sport and
maybe, just maybe, she can earn a
scholarship to a US school. It’s a
very, very long shot, we all know, and
there are almost no opportunities for
her to play any sport there, but we’ll
try. Bapyn should at least be able to
play a sport and have some fun!

Daphiralin, has said she wants to be a scientist.
And I sure would like to see this young woman
pursue her dream too. Daphi just turned 17
and will now undergo the big transition. The
school she attends only goes to Class 10. To get
into Higher Secondary School (grades 11 and
12) she must sit for her selection exams, an
awful 2-week ordeal in Shillong, and then sit for
her Board Exams to matriculate and get into a
HSS. And all this testing has been designed to
be as stressful as possible, with no clear path
discernible until the very last instant when
results are published, and that day everyone
has to literally push and shove in a mob to get
the application paperwork, and then literally
run the paperwork by car or by foot, now in a
stampeding mob, to various locations to try to
get into a school, any school, before all the seats
are filled! Then classes start immediately.
There is no Class 11 in Shella so Daphi will have
to leave her little village and move to where
there is a Class 11, if she survives the awful
gauntlet of Matriculation. What an exciting and
stressful time for this young woman.
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Goodbyes
It was tough saying goodbye to all the Shillong Peeps, especially to the Boyz. I feared they would
lose their focus without my steady presence. There is no father in their household, but there is a
grandfather and their mother has four sisters, all of whom live in the same complex of houses with
their respective hordes of kids, and here is just a sampling the night I said my goodbyes. Usually
there is a stampede of snot nosed, dirty faced kids moving like Keystone cops through the houses,
complete with pratfalls, bottleneck jam-ups at doorways, and lots of screeching. It is funny to
watch that stampede of red-faced yowlers suddenly pull up short, fall silent and stare at me like I
was a giraffe in their sitting room.

The Boyz loved working with me on the Orina remodel, and I tried to teach them how to do a
“good” job, not a “fast” job, and how to take care and make sure things are level and plumb, and
paint isn’t dribbled everywhere, and tools are cleaned up, and nothing goes to waste.
We didn’t employ these children remember. They just loved hanging with Uncle and Auntie. We
employed a tutor who meets with them every day and tries to catch them up in their schooling.
They are so far behind, as I have lamented before, that it is a struggle to catch them up, while trying
to stay current in their grade level.
Just before I left, I gave them a job to do which required they do some thinking and use some of my
power tools, and they fell on the job with particular relish and did a pretty darn good job!
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(As of this writing I have lost contact with the Boyz! At least one of their phones has been stolen,
and the tutor is complaining they are not showing up for tuition. I am quite concerned and will
hopefully have a promising update in September.)
Shillong to Jaffrey
I left Shillong in a panic, having stayed way too long - making my impending trip to the US anything
but a leisurely affair - trying to finish up things at Orina, getting entangled in natural beauty, trying
to get the Nongsiej and Kharsati families set up, and worrying about leaving Ri on her own, and
racing around the last few weeks desperately getting the images I needed for the 2015 Calendar.
Even on the very last morning, in the rain, we scrambled on wet rocks with our amazingly gracious
and fearless neighbor Mithu who performed a puja for me in her beautiful sari in the nearest
running water we could find (only a trickle pre-monsoon) for some calendar images.
Stress levels go up, defenses break down and sickness invades, and sure enough on the last few
days in Shillong I caught some flu-like bug which started in my chest and stayed there, turning into
a painful dry uncontrollable cough, along with fever, dizziness and general bad feelings. I had been
joking about going through Dubai with the MERS thing going on there, and suddenly the reality was
me carrying NEIRS to Dubai. Great. And how will it look for a guy on a one-way ticket, having
spent 20 months abroad, with no luggage and a strange cough coming into the US from Dubai.
Visions of simple strip searches now became the certainty of forced quarantine!
First, the long drive to Guwahati and then a flight to Kolkata. I decided to “starve the cold and feed
the fever” so the plan was to not eat and march about in pre-monsoon Kolkata heat and just “walk
it off weakling!” I have a way of yelling at my body when it lets me down and I threaten it with
replacement, which I haven’t figured out how to do yet, but it makes for a cool sounding threat.
Staggering around Kolkata, I found myself on Sudder Street, dizzy, disoriented, wasting away,
weak, and was disconcertingly time warped back over 40 years to that very same scenario wandering Sudder Street, dizzy, disoriented, wasting away, weak – which state of being at that time
was self-induced, but at this time was the result of being sick - the sights, the smells, the rough
streets, piles of moldering and smoldering garbage, the grimy architecture, the bells and calls of the
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rickshaw drivers, the people’s outfits, the knickknacks, snacks and bricabrac for sale, gosh where
was I, or more appropriately when was I, as I kept time shifting back and forth those forty years,
and feeling exactly the same now as I did then, seeing the same things I saw then…….all the while
chanting the mantra “march, fool, march.” March or lie down and die. Ignore the visions. Or enjoy
the visions! Your choice. But just keep moving! And sweating…..

Later, in the evening, vision closing in from the sides, like 44 years ago, having somehow gotten
back to the hotel, I found myself rattling around the bathroom taking trippy pictures of my
walking-cadaverish self.

And I also somehow made it to the Kolkata airport the next morning, to catch the plane bound for
Dubai.
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To add to the general trippiness of this trip I was on, airports are a trippy place to be trippin! In
Kolkata, I was surprised to enter a brand-new soaring edifice, with shiny reflective surfaces and
spotlessly clean empty spaces – utterly unlike the city itself. Cryptic messages were scrawled on
the ceilings. Mirrored surfaces created optical delusions.

I had chosen the 20-hour layover in Dubai, so I could visit this odd place, Dubai, this Potempkin
city. Well, not really a Potempkin City, but something not quite real about it either. I don’t know.
Will have to think about what I am trying to say, I mean, why is this city here, and what do people
do here? Well, they certainly are building furiously and then celebrating the building!
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Build, build, build. It was 113 degrees there which was just what the doctor ordered – feed that
fever! March, fool, march! Keep moving and sweating. Like Bataan, to sit and rest is to perish.

The roads were jammed and the subways crowded, but what do these people, few of whom looked
like they were Dubaiian, do?
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And what goes on inside these awesome structures, this one so tall I could not capture it all even
with a 24mm lens. Perhaps this is the building where they plan the building of more buildings?
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Shopping certainly appears to be a pastime pursued here. And eating.

Look! Bacon in Dubai! I would have liked to try it, but I was starving the cold, remember? Ha!
Even in conservative, pious Dubai they are forced to admit that everything is better with bacon!
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The clash of cultures is everywhere to be seen here, but no cymbals crashed when this occurred.

I suppose it is all so routine now that the scene above is actually cliche?
I marched and marched about.
As the day wore on and light
began to fade, I walked the
covered, air-conditioned
sidewalks, avoiding the
moving walkways, and played
with the light outside and the
reflections from within.
I also concluded that people
shop here, and they eat while
shopping, and they shop to
eat. And what else? They
build, build, build. Or, more
correctly, they hire others to
build for them, while they
busy themselves shopping! I
suppose, in some of those
buildings, business is being
transacted, new financial
instruments and products
created perhaps? Is this all an
insurance plan for when the
petrodollars stop gushing?
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When not reflecting, I was taking reflection pix, and I got this trippy shot of that really tall building
in fading light with these cool reflections on the window adding to the drama, or I should say
trippiness, of the moment.
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The metro stops running fairly early, so I had to head back to the airport to spend the second half
of my layover. The Dubai Airport is over-the-top glitzy and disorienting for someone who is
already suffering dizziness, lightheadedness, giddiness, and disease-induced altered perceptions. It
is all soaring architecture and reflective surfaces, and also a 24-hour non-stop crazed shopping
circus!

One of the most exalted items to shop for is booze, which seems odd to me, it being Dubai and all.

While in India all my credit cards had expired save one, which was set to expire in just a couple of
days, and I tried using it in Dubai, not for booze, but mementos, but it got refused so I was again
back in the old days, wandering in some sort of shopping Mecca with no money! Perfect. So, I
wandered and pondered in my altered state, and since I had a few rupees to exchange, I bought
coffee and sipped and tripped in this magical fun house of illusion and delusion.
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I tried to test drive this car, but they called security.

I talked with this fellow for over an hour.
He was sooo sweet! I told him all about the
friends I had left behind and how I missed them.

Dude! Where is everyone?
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What a trip! Wandering this crazy place designed to awe and visually overwhelm, and it was doing
a heckuva job at it, over-stimulating my fevered brain!
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Wheeee. Far out, man! What’s real and what’s a reflection?
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Whoaa. Look at all those birds!

And check out this Mandala on the ceiling!

And….like….wow, man.
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Cool! A gigantic kaleidoscope!
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Hey, look at me man! I’m all skinny! Ooooooo.

After a sleepless night marching, occasionally gamboling, then ambling, then shuffling, and finally
moping around the airport, dawn broke,
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and I was utterly alone, fearful that I had vibrated into a different plane of existence

But a crowd eventually gathered at my gate and we boarded the non-stop plane for Boston.
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I had an excellent seat with no one in front of me so I could leap up whenever I needed to check the
windows on both sides. Since the flight went across the entire length of Iran, I had to watch
carefully for missile attacks. And there was other trippy stuff to see. Hey, look dude, the curvature
of the earth! Man, I can see it. And look – it’s the Ark, man, for sure.
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and then across all of Europe. Dude! I see fjords! Fjords, man, isn’t that a trippy word?

I had never travelled on a plane so full of babies. Mewling and puking and caterwauling, they
frazzled the stewardesses and set a new standard for disruption on this endless flight.
I had decided to go crash at my niece’s place in Maine instead of returning directly to Jaffrey where
there was no water, or power, or internet connection, or possibly anything really. Landing in
Boston, I was the first off the airplane and through customs (no baggage) and made the rent-a-car
counter ahead of everyone. But, Enterprise had no cars! And since they own Alamo and Budget,
they directed me to the dreaded Hertz counter. The Hertz counter was twelve feet high and the
Hertz person looked imperiously down on me and thundered “Do you have a reservation!” I
croaked “no?” Whereupon they got very stern and bellowed “Well, worm, we have cars, but as a
penalty for not making a reservation we are going to gouge you, sorry I mean charge you the “walk
up rate” of $269 per day for a car, and we hope you have learned a lesson and never approach this
counter again without a reservation!” Since I was melting fast, I had no choice but to say OK, and of
course there was the issue of making my credit card work. It took more than hour. While I was
going thought this bad trip, I had a moment of clarity and asked myself “why am I trying so hard to
make this credit card work and pay this obscene amount of money? Just freakin’ walk away!” So I
went through the pre-visualization - Walk out that door….to where? I was travelling without a cell
phone. The sense of nakedness I had experienced when I handed Ri my phone in Guwahati, of
being disarmed in this dangerous world, the frustration of trying to find a pay phone or even an
internet café – none in Dubai, the smart phone so ubiquitous now, cyber café’s are passé? – then
the moment there in Dubai, when I could not reach anyone on the pay phones and I could not get
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the phone cards I had purchased with my last cash to work, having called a number of people I
decided to call Jew and the helpful young woman in the hijab who was assisting me and using her
phone to call with, asks “his name is Jew?” looking me up and down like she was actually seeing me
for the first time and taking a step back. “They have different names there. His girlfriend’s name is
Successful.” “Successful?” and another step back. But I digress.
No, I am defenseless without a phone. So, I bite the bullet and pay the fine and get the car. Finally.
Out into the car – my god the steering wheel is on the wrong side of the car! And once on the road
in heavy traffic, holy crap everyone’s driving on the wrong side of the road! My senses reeled but I
was at the end of my reserves and was crashing badly and only the terror at first kept me going.
The last image I took was crossing what appeared to be a bridge of sorts but which didn’t make any
sense structurally.

The terror energy didn’t last long and as night fell so did I - asleep. I had never had this happen
before, but I was falling so profoundly asleep behind the wheel, that both my hands would drop off
the steering wheel and hit my thighs, which fortuitously would wake me up.
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The way highway exits work here is they are numbered from one end of the highway in a given
state to the other, so as you enter Maine, in the first mile there is Exit 1, and in the second mile, Exit
2, and so on. I had to get to Exit 53, so 53 miles to go once I crossed into Maine. It was torture. I
couldn’t stay awake, but I kept ticking off the exits. I took the car off cruise control so I wouldn’t
just keep speeding along if I fell asleep. Almost there, almost there, just gotta get to Exit 53. Exit 47
goes by. Only 7 more miles! I am going to make it, slapping my face, moving around as much as I
can, bouncing up and down, singing…..
I am suddenly awakened by my left tire hitting the rumble strips on the fast lane side of the road.
Yikes! Jolted awake, and only doing 45 miles an hour in a 70-mph zone! Jeeesus. Get it together!
Look around for cops. OK. OK. Other cars streaming by me on the right. Get up to speed. Get over
in the slow lane, use your blinker, compose yourself. Phew. OK. Exit coming up. All right, how
many more miles? What? Exit 80? I keep right on driving. Whoa, whoa, that can’t be. Am I on a
the wrong road now? What just happened? No, the sign says I-95. OK got to be an hallucination.
That was 50 not 80. Drive. Drive for several miles waiting for the next exit. Hey, I’m feeling kinda
refreshed. Not all jittery as if adrenaline was keeping me awake now, but actually well rested.
Exit 85 looms into view, and in a stunned silence I exit, and stop and make sure I have all my
faculties and I am not imagining things. Nope, Exit 85. Somehow, I had fallen asleep at Exit 47 and
drove 33 miles sound asleep, waking up at Exit 80. That is the only explanation. It explains the
feeling of having rested. I turned around and reentered the highway heading back towards Exit 53.
All the way back I recognized nothing. Perhaps, like the “gait of power” which Carlos Castenada’s
character invoked to run in the dark of night without injury, I had found another state of being, out
there beyond exhaustion, where productivity and restful sleep can co-exist.
Now that I had taken a nap, the drive to Exit 53 was easy. I frightened my niece when I showed up
at the door (remember no phone) but I told her I had been on a heavy trip and was a bit out of sync
with things.

She made me some waffles
and after that I was fine.
Phew.
Continued in Part 2.
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